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The Sick Wife
The sick wife stayed in the car while he bought a few groceries. Not yet fifty, she had learned what it s like not to be able to button a button.
It was the middle of the day and so only mothers with small children or retired couples stepped through the muddy parking lot.
Dry cleaning swung and gleamed on hangers in the cars of the prosperous. How easily they moved--with such freedom, even the old and relatively infirm.
The windows began to steam up. The cars on either side of her pulled away so briskly that it made her sick at heart. Jane Kenyon, The Sick Wife from Otherwise: New and Selected Poems. 1996 by the Estate of Jane Kenyon. Used with the permission of Graywolf Press, Minneapolis, Minnesota, www.graywolfpress.org. L ike side-by-side images of husband and wife, these two poems were first published in the same issue of The New Yorker (April 22, 1996) . Each offers a powerful view of a fatal illness; together they offer a rare view of the same illness from the perspective of the patient (Jane Kenyon) and her husband and caregiver (Donald Hall), both distinguished poets.
Hall Throughout their 23-year marriage, their poetry was firmly situated in the rural and domestic landscape of New Hampshire, but often delved into many other areas, such as Kenyon's recurring depression and Hall's family history, baseball, and friendships. Mortality-his own and others'-is a frequent theme in his work.
Illness refocused their life and work twice. In 1989, Hall was diagnosed with colon cancer, which metastasized to his liver 3 years later. After surgery and chemotherapy, he went into remission. In 1994 Kenyon was diagnosed with leukemia, which was treated with chemotherapy and a bone marrow transplant. She died 15 months later.
Among the many poems Hall wrote about his wife's illness and death and his bereavement, he chose "The Ship Pounding" to publish with "The Sick Wife," the last poem she wrote and the one, he says in an Afterword to Otherwise, her last book of poetry, she was still working on at her death. Like much of Hall's work, "The Ship Pounding" is deceptively simple. Written in the first person, Hall describes going to the hospital every day for weeks to see Jane and check with the staff (the "grave helpers") about the previous night. He writes a hopeful note to himself that turns up months later when they are at home and her condition is worsening. He expects an "agitated drive" to Emergency and re-admission to the hospital. By the end of the poem, hope has turned to despair.
He uses the metaphor of a ship to describe the hospital, with "gangways, elevators, and nurses' pods" and "massive engines" that keep the ship's propellers turning. But this "huge vessel that heaves water month after month" never leaves port. Its passengers are patients, wearing "masks or cannulae or dangled devices that dripped chemicals into their wrists." It has become a cliché to describe a patient's experience of illness as a "journey," a spiritual or life-changing experience. Yet by turning this abstraction into concrete images, Hall makes it vivid and compelling. This poem is not only about Kenyon's illness; it is even more about Hall's experience. He lets us see him not just as a worried husband, but as a writer, jotting down ideas as he sits by the bedside, perhaps already thinking of turning his vigil into a poem to share when she is well again.
He believes that when the ship has traveled to a "safe harbor"-when "the infusions are infused entirely, bone marrow restored, and lymphoblasts remitted"-he will take Jane, "bald as Michael Jordan," home to their dog and day. The comparison of Jane's baldness to Jordan's is a striking simile; baldness is the only thing they have in common. Beyond the obvious genetic differences, Jordan is a spectacular basketball player, the epitome of health and strength, while Jane is weak and fragile. But Jane will not recover. The triple repetition of the word "without" in the last lines echoes the ship's pounding, while also foretelling his loss. Without is in fact the title of Hall's book about her illness and death.
Kenyon's poem, "The Sick Wife," in contrast to Hall's, is written in the third person, as if she is distancing herself from the woman in the car waiting for her husband to buy a few groceries. The sick wife watches the mid-day visitors to the muddy parking lot-mothers with young children and retired couples. By rights she should not be here; she is both too old and too young. She envies the freedom with which they carry out daily chores like picking up dry cleaning. Even the movement of cars pulling away on either side of her is so brisk that it makes her "sick at heart." The slightest activity seems almost miraculous and at the same time deepens her sadness. Kenyon's poem has been set to slow, elegiac music by Ned Rorem in his 1999 song cycle "Evidence of Things Not Seen." While Hall's poem pulses like the ship's engines, Kenyon's is a quiet lament.
Discussion Questions:
& How do these poems, individually and together, illustrate the lived experience of serious illness?
& How does the use of medical terminology in "The Ship
Pounding" and the lack of it in "The Sick Wife" affect the tone of each poem? What does this tell us about the use of medical terminology in conversations with patients and families?
